Neuropathology Faculty Position
Department of Pathology
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY
New York, NY -- The Department of Pathology at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount
Sinai and the Mount Sinai Health System is seeking to recruit an Academic
Neuropathologist on the clinician/educator track at the Assistant or Associate Professor
level. The ideal candidate is one with broad interest in neuropathology; strong diagnostic
skills in muscle and nerve pathology; enthusiasm for teaching, participation in
multidisciplinary neuro-oncology and neuromuscular conferences, and collaboration with
clinical colleagues; and excellent communication skills.
Candidates must hold M.D. or M.D. / Ph.D. degrees and have, or be eligible for, a medical
license in the State of New York. Individuals must be Board Certified in Anatomic and/or
Clinical Pathology with subspecialty board certification in Neuropathology. Candidates for
Associate Professor must also have at least 5 years of faculty experience and a record of
academic research.
Located in New York City, The Mount Sinai Health System is an integrated health care
system encompassing the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, the flagship Mount Sinai
Hospital, and 7 additional hospitals in the New York Metropolitan Area. Neuropathology
service includes the annual examination of over 1,400 surgical specimens (including adult
and pediatric tumors, epilepsy, muscle and nerve, and inflammatory/infectious), state-ofthe-art molecular diagnostics, and active research opportunities.
Mount Sinai boasts one of the largest genomics/multiomics centers and several worldrenowned institutes and centers, which provide ample opportunities for collaborative
research. These include the Tisch Cancer Center, Friedman Brain Institute, Black Family
Stem cell Institute, the Alzheimer Disease Research Center, and the Manhattan HIV Brain
Bank. There are ample clinical and research opportunities for multidisciplinary work with
the Neuromuscular Lab, Movement Disorders Center, Epilepsy Center, Stroke Center,
Cerebrovascular Center, Pituitary Care and Research Center, Brain Injury Research Center,
Glial Biology Center, Systems Biology Center, and many others.
Applicants should submit Curriculum vitae, Cover letter, and Names and contact
information of 3 references, emailed directly to the Director of Neuropathology at Mount
Sinai, Dr. Nadejda Tsankova. Nadejda.Tsankova@mountsinai.org

